and white workers of comparable ages is compared through longitudinal census data. Two specific, hypotheses are tested which propose (1) large and systematic racial differentials exist in the effect of mobility on occupational advancement between firms; and (2) OD 015 473 differentials in intr,afirm occupati9nal advancement exist for workers'.. of equivalent endowments within firis. A model:of occupational advancement along with empirical variables fi.om two so ces,of longitudinal data are discussed. Results indicate th neither the young nor the old men in the sample provide evidenc of a systematic racial differential in the effect of mobility betwe n fi 's on occupational advancement. The evidence on advances t w thin firms is said to be less unequivocal. Given the racial diffe nt 1 in initial occupational levels,,however, small black-white differe in advancement are shown to appear within internal labor markets.
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The primary sector offers high wages add formal job hierarchies, while jobs in the secondary sector pay low wages and offer little chance for advancement.
Within the secondary ector, workers are alleged to develop irregular r work habits because employment stability is not rewarded by employers.
For their part,' employers tend to organize the structure of work and, prodbction in such a way that worker instability does not disr4t production or reduce efficiency., As a resIlt, the secondary sector can be characterized by high turnover; and since' employers view workers as nearly hbmogeneous, personal charadteristicsare of little ,importance in determining wages in secondary jobs. Most dualists argue that minority workers are much more likely to begin (and continue) their working lifetimes in the secondary sector than are white men (see, for example, [4, p. 183] . In his recent.survey article, Wachter [14, p. 660] states that racial discrimination is the majtor'institu-, tional barrier between sectors;
Since a critical feature of the dual hypothesis is the rigidity, of the barrier between sectors, a test of the hypothesis involves determining the extent to which workers are able to move from secondary to primary jobs. Surprisingly, however, dualists offer very little guidance in the form of criteria to use in designating which jobs s uld be classified into one or the other sector. An approach that has een 5 taken, therefore, is to assign jobs (measured by occupation or occupation-. industry) to the primary or secondary sectors by earnings (Andrisani [2]) or by intuition (Osterman [11] )1 and then to estimate an earnings function across workers in each sector. The test involves determining whether or not human capital endowments are substantially less important in the earnings relatiofiship for secondary workers than in the primary sector relationship. As noted by Cain [3] , however, the truncation bias, inherent in this procedure may cause the results to be quite misleading.
Thiel study takes an alternative, indirect approach to testing the dual hypothesis. No attempt is. made to assign particular jobs to either the primary or the secondary sector. Rather, use is made of two propositions of the theory:
Secondary sector job* are 2 ' characterized by lack'of upgrading opportunities, and (2) black workers "are disproportionately confined to the secondary sector.
Using occupational mobility as a measure of job upgrading, the present approach compares the occupational advancement of black and white workers of comparable ages, employing longitudinal data. Two specific hypotheses are tested:
Hypothesis 1: Large and systematic racial differentials exist in the effect of interfirm mobility an occupational advancement. Turning to :the measurement of the'variahles specified in equat on
(1), AOCCUP is measured by change in three-digit occupational tit e. (1)4sgriculture, forestry, fisheries,,and mining; (2) construction; ,-(3) 'durable goods manufacturing; (4) nondurable goods 4 * manufacturing; (5) transportation, communications, and other public utilities; (6) wholesale and retail trade;, (7) finance, insurance, and-real estate; (8) business, repair, and persdrill services; (9) .
,professional and related services, includi g entertainmentand (10) public administration. For t amples, industry categories (8) and (9Y were reconstituted as ' wage services" and "other ices" following Okun's division [14.pp. 220-21) wise. This specification converts equation (1) into a 1 n ar probability he 4mpaots model so that the coefficient estimates are interp4fed as of particular explanatory variables on the conditional probability of 4 ), upgrading (see (7, pp. 296 -97] occupational level of blacks than whites-7-e difference that is consistent.
With the dualist presumption that racial minorities nd to'be concentrated in secondary-sector jobs.
9
-The last four inesof Table i show for each !racial group (1) Seeond, racial differences in the conditional probability estimates. that estimated for whites.
14.
A jai a consequence, the occupational change and upgrading probability estimates shown in Table 2 14) .158 For both the Census and NLS samples, thejr del:16e of occupational motility for older men is considerably less,thatathat for young men This tempora:argument breaks down if the disturbance. represents unmeasured characteristics that make one individual more apt to shift to A preferred IndUstry and advance up an occupational ladder % than they would another otherwise identical individual. While this type_ . of argument is commonly adVanced, there is really 'no way to determine its validity 'a priori.
or this reason, duced-form estimates of epation (1) were also obtained. Reduced-o 1esulti fOr Young then' in 'the Census sample are discussed in [9] , a desults for both samples' are presented in [8] . Complete regression re reported in an appendi available on request from the author. t '50f'course, oicliPritionalbdility idli4emsiti;;e to the level of occupational aggregation, go-that less mobility is shown when occupations are measured at the'two.rdigit level'than at tAe three..digit level. On .,, the, other hand, in4iances of job advancement in skilled white-collar , and blue-collar occupations may fail to be reflected by occUpational change measured at even the.three-digit level..:
... sufficient movement between i dustries to make the impact of initial industry on subsequent advatio .nt relatively unimportant. 9' '1 Note that a stitaard procedure in studies'of discrimination is to substitute white means into black equations to predict the economic attainment blacks woul: enjoy "if they had the slime endowments as whites. In the present case, aluating OCCUP (65) indicate, &positive and aignifician& relationship between interstate migration and occupational advancement for both racial Obups, Indeed, the estimates for bladks'are larger than thote for Atte' by a factor of nearly three.
Consequently; if a-shiAt in employers involved bOth a change in major industry and a change th state of residence, the lncreate-in occupational standing fOr a black tun Would, be predicted ... to be considerablyrl.arger than that for a'comparable'white.
whiteastima -exceeds the corresponding black..estimate in eight of ten casea.f4 calculated occupational change and in nine of ten casea for-the upgrading -probability estimates., At the .05 level, . 
. .
In the a teat to obtain reliable\information fo'r.blacks,' ho eholds in predominantly black enumeration districts ware sampled 'in hen& sa les at a rate approximate y three tinea that for 4hou eholds in redominantlyWhite enumer,tion districts. ' 14 Standar ization has'a similar but less dramatic effect for 
